New version 1.0.21 is available, with more features and enhanced capabilities.

Keyscan Aurora Version 1.0.21 is now available and offers new key features and integrations:

- **Destination Dispatch Elevator Integration**
  Destination Dispatch from ThyssenKrupp integrates with Aurora to identify and group passengers for similar destinations into the same elevator cabs, reducing waiting time when compared to a traditional elevator.

- **ButterflyMX Telephone Entry Systems**
  Integrating ButterflyMX with Keyscan Aurora allows your tenants to manage access to the facility from their smartphone utilizing the Aurora database and permissions. They can receive video calls, unlock doors remotely, and grant managed access for delivery and service providers.

  Aurora software is accessed by ButterflyMX to allow entry to the building. If the destination dispatch elevator system is also integrated with Aurora, it is called.

  The visitor will be directed to the appropriate elevator cab and taken to the floor to visit the tenant who granted the visitor access.

Other Aurora Ver 1.0.21 enhancements include:

- Introduction of the new Aurora API for simple and easy custom integration
- Additional features and improvements to our dormakaba wireless lock integrations (BEST offline and E-Plex locks).
- Now you can change new and existing credentials and send them to one or more sites.

For a full list of new additions, enhancements and changes in Aurora V 1.0.21, click here. All Aurora users are encouraged to update your software regularly.